Abstract-This paper discusses an original model-based method for blind robotic tactile recognition of three-dimensional objects. Conveniently shaped geometric symbols representing terms of a pseudorandom array (PRA) are embossed on object surfaces. Symbols recovered by tactile probing are recognized using a neural network and then clustered in a PRA window that contains enough information to fully identify the absolute coordinates of the recovered window within the encoding PRA. By knowing how different object models were mapped to the PRA, it is possible to unambiguously identify the object face and the exact position of the recovered symbols on the face.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
OBOTIC tactile sensing systems for object recognition essentially emulate biological haptic perception mechanisms, [1] , [2] . Pattern recognition is a more complicated task in the case of tactile perception than in visual perception, as there are a number of difficult-to-control factors affecting the quality of tactile images such as complex strain-stress relationship in the elastic overlay, amount of force, and contact angle during the tactile perception process. Due to these limitations, tactile sensing is mostly used as an aid to vision only in object recognition applications [3] .
However, there are situations when visual information is not available, such as in the case of underwater robotics or manipulation of objects by blind persons [4] , [5] , where touch remains the only sensing modality available for the recognition of the objects encountered in the working environment.
Jurczyk and Loparo present in [6] a model-based tactile object recognition method where objects are recognized by correlating a set of measured tactile features with a series of typical tactile features from a library of object models.
Germagnoli and Magenes discuss in [7] a tactile object identification technique based on the neural network (NN) recognition of five tactile primitives similar to the human fingertip exploration of prism-shaped rigid objects. A robotic tactile probe tracks all the edges of the object, an NN is used to classify the polygonal shapes of each face of the object, and finally another NN recognizes the shape of the whole object. This paper discusses an original model-based method for blind tactile recognition of three-dimensional (3-D) objects. Conveniently shaped geometric symbols representing terms of a pseudorandom array (PRA) are embossed on object surfaces. Symbols recovered by tactile probing are recognized using a neural network and then clustered in a PRA window that contains enough information to fully identify the absolute coordinates of the recovered window within the encoding PRA. By knowing how different object models were mapped to the PRA, it is possible to unambiguously identify the object face and the exact position of the recovered symbols on the face.
The encoded surfaces should either be flat or have a curvature radius large enough to be inspected by a planar tactile array probe.
II. PSEUDORANDOM ARRAY ENCODING
The proposed tactile object recognition paradigm can be formally stated as follows: "Given a set of 3-D objects having their faces embossed with symbols that represent the terms of a PRA according to a preestablished mapping, find a tactile image processing and code recovery method for the unambiguous identification of the inspected object face and the exact position of the probed area on the face."
A. Pseudorandom Arrays
A generic pseudorandom sequence (PRS) has multivalued elements taken from an alphabet of symbols, where is a prime or a power of a prime. As a side note, pseudorandom binary sequences (PRBSs) are a particular case of PRSs when . A ( 1)-term PRS is generated by an -position shift register with a feedback path specified by a primitive polynomial (1) of degree with coefficients from the Galois field GF .
When is a power of a prime, , the Galois field elements are expressed as the first 1 powers of some primitive element, labeled here by the letter " " GF (2) as illustrated in Table I [8] . A PRA can be obtained by properly folding, as shown in Fig. 1 , a PRS defined by the primitive polynomial of degree over GF , of length 1 [9] . The dimensions of the resulting PRA are (3) (4) where (5) According to the PRA "window property," any nonzero pattern seen through a -by-window sliding over the array is unique and may fully identify the window's absolute coordinates within the PRA [8] .
The resulting "pseudorandom/natural" code conversion is implemented as a memory stored table. Fig. 2 shows as an example a 15-by-17 PRA obtained by folding a 255-element PRS defined over GF(4), with , , , , , and [10] . The contents of any 2-by-2 window are unique allowing for an unequivocally recovery of the absolute line and column coordinates of the window. For instance, the 2-by-2 window marked in bold in Fig. 2 ( , in the first row, and , 1 in the second row) is not repeated anywhere within the 15-by-17 PRA. These window contents are unequivocally associated to the row-column coordinates of the upper left corner of this window within PRA (having for its top row, and for its most left column, as defined in Fig. 1) .
B. Encoding Object Faces
Specially designed symbols representing PRA code elements are embossed on the object's faces. For convenient recovery by tactile probing and pattern recognition, the shape of these symbols has been selected to meet the following conditions. 1) There is enough information at the symbol level to provide an immediate indication of the grid orientation. 2) The symbol recognition procedure is invariant to position and orientation.
3) The symbols have particular shapes so that the other objects in the scene will not be mistaken for encoding symbols. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the shape of the four symbols chosen in this paper to represent the elements of the PRA given in Fig. 2 , defined over GF . The features used to recover the position and orientation of the embossing symbols are [11] : 1) the and coordinates of the symbol position; 2) the directions of the symbol and axes; 3) the distances along the symbol axes to the neighboring symbols. The unfolded faces of the objects are mapped on the physical layout of the encoding PRA as illustrated in Fig. 4 . We are using "winged edge" geometric models [12] for the encoded objects. Each edge has four links associated specifying the two object faces separated by that edge and two vertices delimiting the edge. The mapping of the winged-edge object models to the encoding PRA is implemented as a relational database.
Usually, only part of the encoding symbols marked on the explored object surface is actually recognized. Based on the recognized symbols, a portion of the PRA can be reconstructed and then inspected to find a complete -by-window.
The pseudorandom/natural code conversion of the recovered window contents yields the coordinates of the origin of that window within the encoding PRA [10] , [11] . Searching the relational database that stores the object geometry/PRA mapping for the location of the recovered PRA coordinates on the object surface, it becomes possible to identify both the object and the object face. This database search also gives the position of the recovered window on the identified object face.
III. ROBOTIC TACTILE PROBING
The robotic tactile probing system, shown in Fig. 5 , consists of a five-axis commercial robot arm, instrumented passive compliant wrist, and a tactile probe consisting of a tactile sensor with an elastic overlay [13] , [14] . Under the action of the force exerted by the robot arm, the tactile probe is pressed onto the object surface in such a way that the 3-D geometric profile of this surface indents the overlay. The resulting stress profile produced in the elastic overlay is transmitted to the force-sensitive tactile sensor, producing a set of measurement data that represent an image of the geometric profile of the investigated object face.
The compliant wrist allows the tactile sensor to accommodate the constraints of the explored object face. Linear position sensors placed on all four sides of the instrumented passive-compliant wrist provide, along with the shaft encoders in the robot's joints, the kinesthetic component of the haptic information.
The tactile sensor consists of a 16-by-16 matrix of force sensing resistor (FSR) elements spaced 1.5875 mm (1/16 in) apart on a 645.16 mm (1 in ) area. The elastic overlay consists of a relatively thin membrane with protruding round tabs sitting on top of each node of the FSR matrix providing a de facto spatial sampling. Each tab can expand laterally without any stress allowing for a proportional relationship between the displacement in the normal direction and the resulting stress 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We used in our experiments two 3-D polyhedral objects: a cube having 127 mm (5 in) long sides and a parallelepiped 177.8 mm (7 in) in length, 101.6 mm (4 in) in width, and 95.25 mm (3 3/4 in) in height. Fig. 6 shows the vertex defined geometric models of these two objects: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8 for the cube and P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8 for the parallelepiped. The unfolded faces of the two objects used in the experiments were mapped to the physical layout of the 15-by-17 PRA as illustrated in Fig. 8 . As the PRA symbols embossed on the objects are 19.05 mm (3/4 in) tall and 38.1 mm (1 1/2 in) wide, any of them could be fully covered by the sensing area (1 in ) of the tactile probe. As an example, Fig. 9 shows a view of the PRA encoded cube. A composite tactile image is assembled incrementally from a sequence of overlapping tactile probe images. A 2-D cross-correlation algorithm is used to correct the misalignment errors of successive images that occur during probing [13] . This allows for the recovery of measurement errors of the robot's and its wrist's position sensors. Fig. 10 shows the composite tactile image of a 2-by-2 cluster of symbols on the top face of the object illustrated in Fig. 9 .
The segmentation of the composite tactile image [15] allows recovery of 8-by-12 individual tactile images each of the four symbol in the 2-by-2 symbol cluster shown in Fig. 10 .
A two-layer feedforward NN architecture with eight neurons in the hidden layer and four neurons in the output layer is then used to recognize the resulting 8-by-12 tactile images. The NN was trained using the gradient descent backpropagation algorithm with momentum [16] , [17] and an adaptive learning rate with a value of 0.95 for the momentum constant and a sum-squared-error goal of zero, for 5000 epochs. The network was trained with two real images of all characters, then with a real image corrupted by synthetic white random noise with a mean value of zero and standard deviations of 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2, respectively and then finally trained one more time with two other real images for each of the four characters.
Laboratory tests conducted over 500 real images of each of the four characters have resulted in a recognition rate of better than 99.6%.
To evaluate the generalization capability, the network was tested for different levels of white random noise with a mean value of zero and a standard deviation from 0 to 0.5 in steps of 0.05. Results over a set of 1100 synthetic test images for each character have shown that the error rate for the recognition of any of the four embossing symbols was better than 0.6%. This relatively good error rate is due to the inclusion in the training process of the images corrupted by synthetic noise. When these noisy images were not used in training, the evaluation of the NN performance over the same set of 1100 synthetic test images has resulted in a maximum error rate of 2.1%.
The NN recognition of the tactile symbols recovered in Fig. 10 yields a 2-by-2 PRA window having the GF(4) values and in the top row and and 1 in the second row. These window contents are unequivocally associated with the row-column coordinates of the upper left corner of this window within PRA. By searching the database that stores the object geometry/PRA mapping, illustrated in Fig. 7 , we find that the recovered window belongs to the C1, C2, C3, C4 face of the cube in the C2 corner as shown in Fig. 11 . 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed model-based object recognition method was tested on two 3-D polyhedral objects: a cube and a parallelepiped.
While inherently restricted to a limited set of objects that have to be properly embossed with symbols arranged in a PRA pattern, the proposed method allows for a simple and robust blind object recognition using touch sensing only.
The use of a 15-by-17 PRA defined over GF(4), with and , allows for a compact encoding that requires the recognition of only four symbols out of the 255 symbols of the whole PRA in order to unambiguously identify the object face and the exact position of the recovered symbols on this face. The compactness of the multivalued PRA encoding becomes even more evident for larger arrays. For instance, if and , the encoding PRA defined over GF(4) will consist of 4095 symbols arranged in a 15-by-273 array, and will require the recognition of only six embossed symbols arranged in a 2-by-3 window pattern.
Simulation and experimental results have shown that the NN recognition of the tactile images has error rates better than 0.6% even in the case of images having up to a 50% noise ratio.
Despite its limitations, the proposed model-based robotic tactile object recognition technique has potential applications in environments where blind tactile sensing is the only sensing capability available.
